Springtime Walking in Crete
23rd April 2020
8 Days from £885pp*

Walk and explore this holiday treasure. Crete the most popular
of the Greek Islands has many jewels waiting to be discovered

Exclusively Regent

 Fully escorted by Wendy Birch
(subject to minimum numbers)

 Optional return executive coach
transport to Manchester Airport
with local departure points
£45pp

 Return Economy flights from
Manchester airport

 7 nights Half Board at 5* Aquila
Rithymna Beach Hotel

 Varied walking programme of
5 days (4 Full Day and 1 Half
Day) with Walking Guide

 Free time to explore
 Optional Excursion to Knossos
and Heraklion (at own expense)

 2 optional light lunches (at own
expense)

 Competitive rate travel

insurance and currency
available in-store

*£161pp single room
supplement
£35pp sea view supplement

Regent Walking

This tour is suitable for people with good levels
of fitness and stamina.
Guided walks consist of 4 full days walks of
between 7 to 9 miles and 1 half day of between
3 and a half to 5 miles. All walks are over varied
terrain. The walking programme will be
available shortly.

Crete

Picture the scene - Snow-capped White
Mountains create the perfect back drop, as
spring flowers dot fields waiting cultivation.
Empty stretches of golden sand lapped by the
sheltered Aegean Sea. Sleepy mountain
villages just wakening up after winter making
everything fresh and green!
Now picture yourself, walking shoes on,
backpack stocked with a few goodies as we
stride forward to enjoy the warm spring
sunshine, taking advantage of walking trails,
farmers tracks and quiet green lanes. Around
every corner is another stunning vista!
Crete is the largest of the Greek Islands and
can be considered the most popular of the
Islands. Separating the Aegean Sea from the
Libyan Sea it is located in the southern part of
the Aegean Sea.
Crete has an astonishing 650 miles of coastline,
a scenic interior and an encyclopaedic offering
of myths and legends. Crete has a wealth of
unspoilt scenery, encompassing soaring
mountains, deep gorges and mirror-like lakes,
surrounded by the azure blue Aegean Sea.

Hotel Aquila Rithymna Beach
Set in 80,000m² of landscaped gardens our 5* hotel
overlooks Crete’s longest sandy Blue Flag beach and is an
ideal choice for our walking holiday. With award-winning
restaurants and several pools, it’s a perfect place to relax.
Bedrooms:
All rooms are charmingly furnished, comfortable and
attractive, offering a full range of facilities.

Facilities:
Main buffet restaurant and alfresco dining. Choose from fresh
local cuisine.

Mobility:
Walking activities are graded moderate. They will be over
varied terrain and may be unsuitable for those with walking
difficulties. This tour is not suitable for passengers with
mobility issues. Regent must be informed of all special
requests at time of booking, including health, mobility, flight
and dietary requests, and if personal ability or health declines
over the booking period. Requests will be noted but cannot
be guaranteed.

Enjoy walking amongst cypress trees and olive
groves. Take a stroll in the sunshine and soak
up the culture of this fabulous destination.

A deposit of £200pp is required to reserve your place on this tour
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS DEPARTURE PLEASE CONTACT:-

Regent

Tel 01785 818202

tours@regent-travel.co.uk

www.regent-travel.co.uk

63 High Street, Stone, Staffordshire ST15 8AD
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